Exchange bias and enhanced coercivity in phase separated La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 and Pr0.55(Ca0.65S0.35) 
X-ray circular magnetic dichroism (XMCD), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) techniques were used to study the electronic structure of nanocrystalline (La 0. 6 Perovskite manganite materials have attracted the attention of researchers due to their wide range of properties and application possibilities. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] The physical properties of manganites (R 1Àx A x MnO 3 , where R is a trivalent-rare earth ion and A is a divalent-alkaline earth ion) can be tuned either by changing the concentration and nature of the R and A cations 8, 9 or by applying external factors such as pressure, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] magnetic field, [15] [16] [17] or electric field. [18] [19] [20] All these factors can modify the physical properties of manganites by altering the electronic structure of the systems. The change in the internal structure, such as Mn 3þ /Mn 4þ ratio, lattice distortion, and spin state, varies the electronic occupation at the Mn site and the lattice distortion, which controls the band filling and e g bandwidth, hence influencing the electronic properties of manganites. A recent study of (La 0.6 Pr 0.4 ) 0.65 Ca 0.35 MnO 3 (LPCMO) nanoparticles suggests improved application possibilities for manganite materials as wide band-gap magnetic semiconductors and optoelectronic materials due to the coexistence of three features: (1) a Curie temperature (T C ) around 200 K, (2) a metal-insulator transition around 66-109 K, depending on the particle size, and (3) an optical band-gap of around 3.4-3.5 eV. 21 Previously reported band-gaps for manganites are well below the band-gap observed in this system. 22, 23 It is well-known that La 0.65 Ca 0.35 MnO 3 is a metallic ferromagnet below 265 K. 9, 24 With doping of Pr-at the La-site, the behavior of the system changes from metallic to semiconductor, which might be due to induced charge-ordering of Mn 3þ and Mn 4þ . In nano-regimes, the charge-ordering is less prominent, while the grain boundary condition increases the semiconducting nature of the system. It was observed that with increasing particle size, the grain boundaries decrease and the charge-ordering increases. These factors will affect the system in two opposite ways, which give rise to competition between these two factors. This competition does not allow systems to significantly change their transport behavior, and these systems remained semiconducting up to nearly 66-109 K. 21 The electronic states close to the Fermi-level govern the magnetic and electronic properties of the materials. Hence, the wide optical band-gap observed in (La 0.6 Pr 0.4 ) 0.65 Ca 0.35 MnO 3 (abbreviated as LPCMO) nanocrystals demands a detailed investigation of the electronic structures near the Fermi-level to better understand this behavior. In this manuscript, we investigate the electronic states of LPCMO nanocrystals at room temperature and below Curie temperature (T C ) by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS). The XMCD result shows that Mn 3þ and Mn 4þ spins are aligned parallel to each other at 20 K. The valence band XPS and UPS shows that the electronic states near the Fermi-level have been suppressed in the ferromagnetic state. UPS in the vicinity of the Fermi-level confirms the existence of a wide band-gap in the LPCMO nanocrystals. This result establishes that magnetic manganite systems are indeed wide band-gap semiconductors, which can prove beneficial in spintronic device applications.
(La 0.6 Pr 0.4 ) 0.65 Ca 0.35 MnO 3 (LPCMO) nanocrystals were synthesized via the sol-gel reaction technique. The details of sample synthesis process and characterization results (structural, magnetic, transport, and optical properties) have been previously reported. 21 For the electronic structure study, the a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: schatterji.app@iitbhu.ac.in LPCMO nanocrystals sintered at 800 C were used as a representative. XMCD measurements in the total electron yield (TEY) mode were done at the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Centre (NSRRC), Taiwan, in the 11A1 beamline on the MnL 2,3 -edge. Photon energy resolution and data cumulative time were set at 0.1 eV and 1 s, respectively. The room temperature and low temperature X-ray photoemission spectroscopy measurements were done using an Omicron multiprobe surface analysis system operating at an average base pressure of $5 Â 10 À10 Torr with a monochromatic AlK a line at 1486.70 eV. The total energy resolution, estimated from the width of the Fermi-edge, was about 0.25 eV for the monochromatic AlK a line with photon energy 1486.70 eV. During photoemission experiment, due to specimen charging, carbon was accumulated on the sample surface. During analysis, we calibrated all spectra positions with respect to C1s signal at 284.5 eV. Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy measurements were done using the non-monochromatic He I (21.2 eV) line at an average base pressure of 6.8 Â 10 À8 Torr. To study the fine changes near Fermi-level, Fermi-edge UPS were collected with energy resolution of the analyzer and the step size set at 0.03 eV and 0.005 eV, respectively. The low temperature measurements were carried out using an open liquid nitrogen (LN 2 ) cryostat.
To investigate the element-specific magnetic properties of LPCMO nanocrystals, we examined the XMCD at the MnL 2,3 -edge. XMCD can be used to estimate the elementspecific orbital and spin angular momentum in 3d transition metals and their related compounds 25 by using simple orbital 26 and spin 27 sum rules. The XMCD signal conveys the information about orbital and spin polarizations of valence electrons. The MnL 2,3 absorption edge arises from the excitation of electron from Mn2p core-level to Mn3d valencelevel, which carries information about the valence band structure and hence about the Fermi-level. X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) at the MnL 2,3 -edge were collected in total electron yield (TEY) mode with circularly polarized photons under the applied magnetic field of þ1 T and À1 T at 20 K ( Fig. 1(a) ). XAS spectra exhibit two broad spin-orbit splitting of peaks, those of Mn2p 3/2 (MnL 3 ) and Mn2p 1/2 (MnL 2 ). Both peaks have two distinguishable features, resembling two distinct oxidation states Mn 3þ and Mn 4þ . The intensity of absorption spectra depends on the number of empty dvalence states, which explain the higher intensity of Mn 4þ in comparison to Mn 3þ . In a magnetic material, the imbalance between spin-up and spin-down electrons of d-shell, or similarly the imbalance between spin-up and spin-down holes (with opposite sign), provides spin moment. The difference between spin-up and spin-down d-holes can be observed by making the X-ray absorption process spin dependent. This is done by using circularly polarized photons under oppositely directed applied magnetic fields, which transfer their angular momentum to the excited photoelectron. XMCD signals can be obtained from the difference in observed X-ray absorption under þ1 T and À1 T applied magnetic fields ( Fig. 1(b) ). The XMCD signal shows significant dichroism associated with the MnL 2,3 -edge, which provides information about the magnetic characteristics of this system. 28, [31] [32] [33] This decrease in XMCD signal can be understood on the basis of antiferromagnetic charge-ordering and nano-crystalline size 34 of LPCMO systems, which suppresses its magnetic properties and hence the XMCD signal. Nevertheless, this XMCD signal indicates possible ferromagnetic behavior and clearly demonstrates a parallel alignment of spin moments associated with Mn 3þ and Mn 4þ cations below T C . To confirm the ferromagnetic behavior of the system, magnetic field dependent magnetization (M-H) measurements were performed at 5 K (Fig. 1(c) ). Magnetization is almost saturated (2.85 l B /Mn) for 1 T magnetic field and shows remanence (M r ) of $0.94 l B /Mn. Saturation magnetization at 1 T magnetic field is less than the magnetic moment observed for La 0.65 Ca 0.35 MnO 3 systems (3.65 l B /Mn). This suppressed magnetization is consistent with the observed XMCD signal suppression.
To obtain information about the electronic structures of nanocrystalline LPCMO near the Fermi-level, XPS and UPS were performed at 300 K and 115 K. All the peak positions and doublet separation have been assigned from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) X-ray photoemission spectroscopy database. 35 Survey scans at both temperatures confirm the presence of La, Pr, Ca, Mn, and O on the surface of the sample (Fig. 2(a) ). Figure 2(b) represents the core level XPS of the Pr3d region. At 300 K, the Pr3d region shows spin-orbit split 3d 5/2 (933.1 eV) and 3d 3/2 (953.2 eV) peaks with a doublet separation of 20.1 eV, which corresponds to a divalent (þ3) state of Pr. At 115 K, doublet peaks shift 0.15 eV towards higher energy (933.25 eV and 953.35 eV). The La3d region has well-separated spin-orbit split peaks (Fig. 2(c) ). The peaks between 830 eV and 840 eV correspond to La3d 3/2 and peaks from 850 eV to 860 eV correspond to La3d 5/2 . Each spin-orbit split peak shows further multiplet splitting. Consequently, the La3d region has four distinguishable peaks near 833.4, 837.8, 850.2, and 854.6 eV. The doublet separation of 16.8 eV indicates a trivalent (þ3) state of La. At 115 K, La3d peaks shift towards higher energy and the multiplet splitting becomes narrower by 0.6 eV, while spin-orbit splitting remains unchanged (16.8 eV) . This indicates that in the ferromagnetic state, the oxidation state of La has not changed, while the interaction between unpaired core (2p) electron and unpaired valence (3d) electron has increased. The XPS core-level of the Ca2p region shows two peaks around 345.8 eV and 349.3 eV, which correspond to Ca2p 3/2 and Ca2p 1/2 , respectively. Similarly, at 115 K, Ca2p 3/2 and Ca2p 1/2 peaks were observed at 345.1 eV and 349.6 eV. The doublet separation of 3.5 eV in the Ca2p region indicates that Ca exists in the system as a divalent cation ( Fig. 2(d) ).
Figure 3(a) shows the core-level O1s spectra, which consist of two peaks. The first peak at 528.8 eV is characteristic peak of "O 2À " ions of the lattice oxygen, [36] [37] [38] [39] while peak at 530.9 eV denotes less electron-rich oxygen species 40 and assigned to adsorbed oxygen species, O 2 2À /O À .
36,41
The significant enhancement observed at 115 K for peak 530.9 eV corresponds to the ionizations of weakly adsorbed species 42 and also the ionizations of oxygen ions with particular coordinates, more specifically integrated in the subsurface. This shows that the sub-surface consists of oxygen ions, which have lower electron density than the "O 2À " ions. Normally, these oxide ions can be described as "O À " species or excess oxygen. 43 In the Mn2p region, the two peaks observed around 641.4 eV and 653.2 eV correspond to the spin-orbit splitting doublet Mn2p 3/2 and Mn2p 1/2 , respectively. The doublet separation of 11.8 eV corresponds to either the (þ3) valence state or (þ4) valence state (Fig. 3(b) ). It is also possible that Mn exists in a mixed valence state. To clarify this situation, the peaks of Mn2p 3/2 and Mn2p 1/2 have been deconvoluted. The deconvoluted peaks of Mn2p 3/2 at 641.3 eV and 643 eV (and Mn2p 1/2 at 653.1 eV and 654.6 eV) represent Mn 3þ and Mn 4þ , respectively. This indicates that Mn exists in two valence states (þ3 and þ4). Similar features are observed for 115 K spectra of the Mn2p region, and there are no significant changes. Further study of the Mn3s spectra can provide more information about the Mn valence state (Fig. 3(c) ). Mn3s spectra show exchange splitting due to the exchange interaction between 3s-core holes (created during photoemission process) and 3d electrons. Observed exchange splitting energy (DE 3s ) is nearly 4.95 eV for both 300 K and 115 K spectra. DE 3s is linearly related with the Mn valence (v Mn ) by the following equation: 44 v Mn ¼ 9:67 À 1:27DE 3s =eV:
The observed exchange splitting DE 3s ¼ 4.95 eV gives v Mn ¼ 3.37, which is consistent with the expected Mn valence (3.35) from the compound formula LPCMO. This confirms that Mn exists in the mixed valence states (þ3 and þ4) and there is no change in exchange splitting energy below T C .
The valence-band spectra of LPCMO nanocrystals at 300 K (paramagnetic state) and 115 K (ferromagnetic state) are shown in Fig. 3(d) . The valence-band is primarily composed of Mn3d and O2p orbitals and are consequently expected to be more extended than the valence band of transition metals as they contain only 3d orbitals. The octahedral crystal-field developed by the six oxygen ions surrounding each Mn ion leads to the splitting of Mn3d orbitals into 3d(t 2g ) and 3d(e g ) orbitals. Since the 3d(t 2g ) orbitals point away from the negatively charged oxygen anion, the 3d(t 2g ) band is expected to lie below the 3d(e g ) band. The features between 0 eV and 4 eV primarily correspond to crystal-field split Mn3d(t 2g ) and Mn3d(e g ) states. According to the crystal-field splitting, the feature extended near Fermi-level represents the partially occupied 3d(e g ) band. The spectral features observed between 4 eV and 9 eV are mainly the contribution of O2p states. The two most prominent features between 2 eV and 8 eV are due to hybridization of Mn3d(t 2g ) and O2p states. Valence band photoemission spectra of the LPCMO nanoparticle recorded at 115 K show two critical differences from the 300 K spectra. First, at 115 K, the energy difference between the two prominent features is about 2.73 eV, while at 300 K, it is about 3.84 eV. This decrease in hybridized bandwidth between Mn3d and O2p at 115 K can be understood on the basis of increased doubleexchange (DE) interaction in the ferromagnetic state. Second, the electronic states (spectral intensity) near the Fermi-level are suppressed at 115 K in comparison to those at 300 K. It can be seen that ferromagnetic ordering has diminished the area corresponding to the Mn3d(e g ) spin-up states, possibly due to suppression of the Fermi surface area in the ferromagnetic state. In comparison to the XPS valence band, the UPS valence band appears significantly different. The XPS valence band possesses clearly distinguishable Mn3d and O2p states, while the UPS valence band exhibits its dominant contribution from O2p states from 6 eV to 9 eV and suppressed Mn3d states (below 3 eV). Low-energy photoelectron emission by ultraviolet photons leads to significantly uneven photoionization cross sections for valence Mn3d and O2p states. 45 Due to the lower photon energy, UPS shows more sensitivity for lighter atoms, and hence, UPS valence band spectra are mostly dominated by O2p states. Figure 4 (a) shows that there are no electronic states present until 1.6 eV above Fermilevel for both 300 K and 115 K spectra. The electronic states become effective with a sudden rise in the spectral intensity above 1.6 eV. The feature around 3 eV corresponds to Mn3d(t 2g ), while the tail-like structure below 1.6 eV is due to Mn3d(e g ) states. It is remarkable that below T C , the UPS result also demonstrates suppressed electronic states near the Fermi-level, which is in accordance with the valence band XPS results. For a closer look at the variation in electronic states near the Fermi-level, the high resolution (5 meV) UPS measurements were then taken in the vicinity of the Fermilevel (Fig. 4(b) ). From 300 K UPS, it can be clearly seen that the electronic states are nearly absent below 0.5 eV , while spectra measured at 115 K show a total absence of electronic states up to as high as 1 eV above the Fermi-level. This shows that at low temperatures (below T C ), the band gap of the system increases, which is consistent with semiconducting nature.
In conclusion, the electronic structure of the nanocrystalline LPCMO near the Fermi-level was investigated using XMCD, XPS, and UPS measurements. The XMCD result and M-H hysteresis curve show that Mn 3þ and Mn 4þ spins are ferromagnetically aligned below T C . The low temperature (115 K) valence band XPS demonstrates the increased double exchange coupling between Mn3d and O2p as compared to 300 K spectra. The electronic states near the Fermilevel were found to be suppressed below T C . The increased coupling and suppressed electronic states close to the Fermilevel are signatures of an established ferromagnetic state. The valence band UPS also supports the suppression of the electronic states near the Fermi-level below T C . The absence of the electronic states in the vicinity of the Fermi-level clearly indicates the existence of a wide band-gap in the system, one which increases at low temperature. 
